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Argentina has had a lot of cultural changes in the last few years. An environmental 
movement has gathered and is trying to stop the opening of the Sierra Pintada uranium 
complex, near the city of San Rafael, in the south of Mendoza province.  
Since 2005, several “groundless information” have been published in the local media 
about the dangers of this re-opening. These news exaggerate the properties of radon gas, 
claiming that it will reach San Rafael city (20 miles from the complex), rising 
radiological risk among the population, etc.  
This scene shows us a “non-real” picture of the regulatory activities that the Nuclear 
Regulatory Authority (ARN), a government agency that regulates nuclear facilities in 
Argentina, is really and systematically accomplishing. 
In this situation, the board of Directors of ARN decided to entrust a full analysis of the 
environmental issue in the area. 
The Office of Press and Communication implemented a local communication plan, 
using a Strategic and Systemic toolkit.  
The period to be analyzed is from second semester 2005 to February 2007. 
A little bit of history: the San Rafael Complex started in September 20 of 1979. It 
belongs to the National Commission of Atomic Energy (CNEA), a government agency. 
Until its temporary suspension in 1995 for international market reasons (uranium price 
was U$S 10 / pound), almost 2 million tons of uranium were processed.  
Besides its temporary suspension, the ARN has been constantly monitoring this 
particular former complex.  
In the year 2001, CNEA notices that the uranium price starts to rise and entrust National 
Technology University, Avellaneda Branch, to accomplish an Environmental Impact 
Report, according to the argentine law 25.585.  
Due especially to the rising of uranium price, (actually, the uranium price is 
approximately U$S 200) the national government determined to restart the extraction of 
the mineral again. 
By the year 2004, with the results of the Environmental Impact report, CNEA decided 
to re-open the Sierra Pintada uranium complex. 
Across this presentation we will expose the communication plan proposed to inform the 
public in San Rafael about the real situation of the mining complex known as Sierra 
Pintada, accomplishing our regulatory philosophy.     
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